TILT TRAY TRUCKS
At Shermac, we’ve been engineering and manufacturing custom service vehicles and water cartage vehicles for Australia’s mining, civil and construction sectors since 2002.

We’ve earned a deserved reputation for excellence among heavy industry and government organisations alike. But it’s not purely the quality, reliability and functionality of our high-performance vehicles that have driven our ongoing growth and the evolution of our range.

Nor is it simply our design, engineering and manufacturing expertise.

It’s more fundamental than that.

Listening, evolving, solving. The most crucial skill in our proven engineering process is the ability to listen and build relationships.

This is what underpins our expertise in designing and delivering cost-effective, quality-assured solutions that drive performance capacity and add tangible operational and strategic value.

It’s the foundation of our global sourcing and procurement network, which gives our clients access to the largest range of high quality products at the lowest fleet and bulk-purchasing prices.

And it’s why we now have three distinct divisions, each dedicated to meeting the unique needs of different industries across Australia.
PERFORMANCE. RELABILITY. FLEXIBILITY.

Unlike some vehicle suppliers, we don’t simply stock and sell. At Shermac, we create tailored solutions and custom-designed vehicles. We firmly believe that it’s the only way to provide the best value for money and performance in the field.

The “Built for Purpose” tilt trays are engineered, not only to the highest quality standards, but to meet each client’s specific requirements. We’ll first consult with you to establish your strategic, operational and budgetary requirements, and then build the ideal solution - saving you time, money and stress.

Shermac have been building tilt trays for some of Australia’s largest mining companies since 2002. This product has been designed to handle the toughest working environments. We extensively tested these units in the harsh terrain of Western Australia’s Pilbara region.

These refined workhorses are really a true personification of our company credo “Driving Performance Capacity”, making them the ultimate reliable, user-friendly equipment transport solution.

Contact us to discuss YOUR unique requirements!

1300 799 943
sales@shermac.com.au
www.shermac.com.au
USABILITY
Shermac’s tilt trays are designed and manufactured for ease of use and maintenance. Features like the radio remote control for tilt, slide and winch operations, makes life easier for the operator.

SAFETY
With Shermac, safety is always first. These vehicles are built to Australian Standards, and can be fitted with fire extinguishers, emergency stop buttons, and any other site specific safety requirements. An optional rear view camera can be fitted for total visibility around the vehicle. The truck can also be fitted with an optional certified ROPS.

RELIABILITY
Shermac’s long lasting and reliable tilt trays are built to the highest of industry standards - A reassuring thought when you’re relying on your tilt tray to do the job.
GENERAL BODY
Shermac Tilt Tray bodies are built with a heavy duty steel tray, and include options such as container twist locks, chain keyholes, storage boxes, handwash tank and hydraulic rear stabiliser legs.

HYDRAULIC FUNCTIONS
Hydraulic functions are controlled with a manual control bank, and a radio remote for tilt, slide and winch operation. A winch to best suit your application can be fitted - which is mounted in the front of the tray assembly, with a rope slack control and pneumatic clutch with control at valve bank.

LIGHTING
Configure the lighting solution that’s right for your operations. We offer LED combination tail lights, LED clearance lights, LED worklights, LED reverse lights and rotating beacons, all controlled by a switch in the truck cabin.

Contact us to discuss YOUR unique requirements!
1300 799 943
sales@shermac.com.au
www.shermac.com.au
LADDER AND RAILING

Our optional safety railing is built to Australian Standards, and comes in two metre removable sections, with a storage position for the railing sections at the front of the tray body. The tilt trays also include pull out access ladders on either side of the tray.

PAINT

Each unit is blasted and painted to the highest industry standards. This means two pack primer, plus finish coat, with optional corrosion protection systems for operation in corrosive site conditions.

MINE SPEC

Our tilt trays can be configured to your mine specification requirements. This includes wheel chocks, wheel nut tension indicators, LED high tail lights, battery isolator, jump start receptacle, reverse alarm and a flag pole with LED illumination.

Contact us to discuss YOUR unique requirements!
MORE PRODUCTION TIME
FROM YOUR EQUIPMENT

WHY WE EXIST
Help our customers’ businesses to be more productive

HOW WE DO IT
Supplying products that are effective, efficient, safe, and easy to use.

WHAT WE DO
Purpose built support vehicles for mining and civil construction work sites